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"The true genius is not helpfully communicative. . . . In reality, he

lacks the key to verbal communication of his inner motivations, except within

his art. . . . He does not seek selj-knowledge, gives no account of himself,

neglects and consumes himself. ... He burns up, but does not defy the

burning: rather, he ignores it. He does not see himself in relation to the

world. He doesn't see himself at all."

H I L D E S H E I M E R , MOZART (on the difference between
the true genius and the would-be genius)
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1

Introduction

" . . . a creature who, for all his fame, still

stands in need of a little understanding."

LYTTON STRACHEY (referring to Shelley)

ART TATUM'S NAME is now a secure part of Amer-
ican popular culture, and almost everyone understands that to put
someone on Tatum's level is to bestow the highest praise. A play
reviewer can write: "Stoppard handles words the way that Art
Tatum used to handle a keyboard," and the compliment is widely
understood, even by people who never heard Art play the piano.
More than thirty-five years after his death, his name is still a meta-
phor for excellence, and not just in America but the world over. I
recently met a young jazz pianist and her mother, both from Azerbai-
jan in the former Soviet Union, and they were offended that I
thought they might not know who Art Tatum was.

But who was Art Tatum?
In 1988 I set out to find a good biography of Tatum. I wanted to

learn something about where such a giant had come from, who his
own idols had been, what experiences had made him the figure I
knew, what sort of a person he was, what sort of life he had when he



wasn't playing. It astonished me to discover that no biography of
Tatum has yet been published. No fellow pianist, no jazz writer, no
family member, in the thirty-seven years since his death, has yet
undertaken a written record of his life. No wonder that if he exists at
all for lovers of jazz he exists as a distant, an almost abstract figure, a
black eminence waving his hands over the keyboard and thundering
through the jazz world.

Art Tatum has not been forgotten, certainly not by the experts.
Billy Taylor's 1983 book,Jazz Piano, has more entries in the index for
Art Tatum than for any other name, and Gunther Schuller, in his
1989 book, The Swing Era, Volume 2, gives more pages to Tatum than
to any other soloist. The Smithsonian collection of recordings Jazz
Piano, released in 1989, has more tracks of Tatum's playing than of
any other pianist. There are currently several concert pianists (for
example, Steven Mayer) who pay their respects to Tatum by fre-
quently playing transcriptions of his recordings in their programs,
along with the standard classical piano repertoire. I recently attended
a performance by Stanley Cowell, a significant post-Tatum jazz pia-
nist, who devoted his whole concert to playing Art Tatum arrange-
ments. Unfortunately there were far more of us in the audience over
fifty than under forty; Cowell was preaching to the converted. (Cow-
ell has gone on, incidentally, to compose a piano concerto dedicated
to the memory of Art.)

But nothing has come along to tell us who he was. My aim has
been to write the book I was unable to find in 1988, to do my best to
answer the question of where he came from, and to put into a
coherent narrative all the fragments of information about his life that
now exist only in isolated sources and in personal memories. My
intent has not been to provide a reference work, documenting his
career, the chronology of his public appearances, the dates and places
of his recordings. I wanted to get the musician into focus as a person.

I regret that I didn't start sooner. There is some excellent material
about Tatum, the musician, already in print. There is an admirable
discography (Laubich and Spencer) and three technical analyses of
his performance style (Howard, Hewlett, and Schuller). Even the
dedicated searcher, however, will turn up little about the people and
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events in Tatum's life. Several brief biographical sketches, most of
which cover the same ground, can be found in chapter or magazine
article form, and there are short paragraphs buried in other narra-
tives. But each of these comprises only a few fragments of his story,
and when I had read through them all I longed to find out how they
really fit together.

Tatum, I soon realized, was more a worthy than a promising
subject for a biography. I was particularly interested in personal
interviews with people who had known him or worked with him, of
course, but 1988 was a very late date on which to start collecting
living memories about Art Tatum. His contemporaries, those who
were still with us, were in the general vicinity of eighty years old and
were showing a marked tendency to shuffle off this mortal coil, all
too often before I could reach them. One of his two living relatives
and his widow, for reasons which I could never persuade them to
reveal to me, were uncooperative.

Getting acquainted with people who knew Art personally, from
early schoolmates to those who spent his last days with him, has been
far and away the most enjoyable part of writing this book. Of course,
there is often no hard evidence against which to evaluate personal
accounts of incidents, and one either finds the account plausible or
one does not. As an audience for many stories, I've found myself
involved in a lot of what may be sifting fiction from fiction. If they
were good stories, and not outrageously improbable, I have included
them.

It is especially frustrating that there is no almost no record of the
man's own report of himself, in his own words. No one I've talked to
ever received a letter from Tatum, and his very limited vision makes
it plausible that there may be no letters (although I can't be sure that
his relatives don't possess some). Many potential interviewers saw
him as a bit aloof and unapproachable—and never approached him.
Barry Ulanov knew and interviewed a large proportion of top jazz
figures in Tatum's era, but told me that he "gave up as fruitless any
attempt to get a long narrative from him," as he would have liked to.
The 1930s and '40s abounded with jazz greats who were more than

-* o

willing to talk, and the reluctant or retiring ones got passed over. The
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few published interviews with Tatum have a curious quality; in them,
he sounds genial and cooperative but gives almost no information in
reply to the interviewer's questions. Without some expression of his
own attitudes it is almost impossible to imagine his inner world, the
place from which he emerged from time to time to astound us.
Musically, we don't need to know about that, but having it would let
us feel much closer to the man.

WHEN i SPOKE about Art with Ellis Marsalis, a jazz
pianist and teacher, and father of (among others) Wynton and Bran-
ford Marsalis, he remarked that no one could write about Tatum
properly who hadn't "gigged," or worked as a jazz musician himself.
I want to say here, at the beginning, something about my credentials
for writing a biography of a jazz pianist.

The last time I wrote about jazz was in 1941. I was in the eighth
grade and wrote a prize-winning essay on the "comeback" of Louis
Armstrong. (Little did I realize that the comeback of which I wrote
was to be only the first of several—it was in fact impossible to keep
Louis down.) For my prize I chose a biography of W. C. Handy,
composer of, among other things, the "St. Louis Blues" (St. Louis is
my home town). I tell you this to make it clear that I am not a jazz
academic, not a jazz critic, not even an occasional contributor of
articles on jazz in any form. My connection with jazz has been as an
avid listener and as a moonlighting performer, on both piano and
trombone.

Music in our household was determined by my mother's taste
which ran to Wayne King and Guy Lombardo, the simplest and most
pre-digested music of its time. I was a child during the Depression,
and the radio in our house was generally tuned to those "sweet
bands" that seemed to console America in that often sad era. Some-
how I found my way to the right stuff by the time I was on the brink
of being a teenager. I was buying (and I now confess to the world
occasionally stealing) 78 rpm recordings of the jazz bands of Will
Hudson, Jimmie Lunceford, Count Basic, and other hot bands of the
late 1930s, and listening secretly after bedtime to radio station WIL
for the best jazz program on the air in St. Louis. Having started piano
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lessons at around age eight or nine, at my own instigation, I had
found the world of "Pine Top" Smith, Meade Lux Lewis, Fats
Waller, Teddy Wilson, and of course Tatum, by the time I was
thirteen (not, I admit, without pausing briefly to pay attention to
such society pianists as Eddy Duchin and Carmen Cavallero—blame
it on my youth).

I have been playing semi-professionally since 1941. I think my first
paid appearance as a performer was at a block party in the Italian
section of St. Louis. I was on piano and the band was on a six-foot
high platform in the middle of the street. We played with such vigor
that my fingers bled under the nails (not for the last time). I learned
boogie-woogie and it made me very popular at parties, but as time
went on it was Teddy Wilson whom I tried more and more to sound
like. I loved Wilson's crisp and polished style, the clarity and sparkle
of his melodic lines, the variety and interest of his left hand, the
tenths constantly in motion, and those crystalline runs that sounded
so spontaneous and yet inevitable at the same time. His sophistica-
tion and rich musicality, and maybe also his introverted character,
appealed to my own personality much more than did "getting into
the gorilla bag" (the phrase is Oscar Peterson's) with boogie-woogie.
Finally, there was the fact that Wilson sounded accessible to me. I
could hear what he was doing, and with enough work it seemed it
might just be within reach. Tatum, of course, never was within
reach, and I turned to him purely for musical experiences and not for
a model. Tatum was there to define the limits of the possible, as he
still is.

Since then I have held union cards in six major cities, as a pianist
and a trombonist. In an Army Special Services unit in 1946 I played
lead trombone in the big band, piano in a small group featuring the
tenor player Warne Marsh, and wrote the book of arrangements for
the band. I did several arrangements for the George Hudson band in
St. Louis, the pride of the black community there, and was intro-
duced by Hudson as a potential arranger to Lionel Hampton. In more
recent years I've played hundreds of dances and private parties, in big
bands and in smaller groups. My unknowing mentor Teddy Wilson
once heard me play and commented (so I'm told), "He really seems
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to know what he's doing"—faint praise, perhaps, but from such a
source it meant worlds to me. (There is a line in a novel that
describes how I sometimes feel about my own playing, in which one
of the characters says about another: "He seems to know what he's
doing even if he can't do it.")

My vocation has been elsewhere, as a psychologist, but I have
gigged. Those are my "credentials" and combined with my interest
in Tatum they have given me the brashness to pursue the writing of
this book. At least it seems brash to me; as an editor of Down Beat
once remarked to a feature writer, "Tatum is a really big subject."

ART TATUM, COMING from out of nowhere (this is
not a slight on Toledo, Ohio, but a comment on the disparity
between his background and his accomplishment), set a precedent
and a standard by which generations of jazz pianists could not escape
judging themselves—even though by such a standard failure was
almost guaranteed. Jimmy Knepper, the New York-based jazz trom-
bonist, put this idea simply: "Tatum, Parker, and a few others got
jazz out of the simple stage and now it's imperative to be a virtuoso."

Tatum was indeed a virtuoso, on several levels, and there is
absolutely no dispute about his technical brilliance. It is the element
of his playing that is easiest to assess, since his playing practically
demands to be measured against the standards of the whole Western
tradition of the concert piano, and to my mind at least Tatum is best
understood in the light of that tradition. Consider some educated
descriptions of his playing:

. . . almost every one of Tatum's performances is from a

pianistic-technical point of view a marvel of perfection

. . . his playing must be heard to be believed, and in its
technical perfection it is something beyond verbal descrip-

tion, at least this author's verbal capacities. The note-

perfect clarity of Tatum's runs, the hardly believable leaps

to the outer registers of the piano (he is not known ever to

have missed one), his deep-in-the-keys full piano sonority,

the tone and touch control in pyrotechnical passages

clearly beyond the abilities of the vast majority of pianists
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to merely render the notes in some nominal way—these
are miracles of performance which must be appreciated

aurally." [Schuller, Swing Era, 482]

Tatum's style was notable for its touch, its speed and

accuracy, and its harmonic and rhythinic imagination. No

pianist has ever hit notes more beautifully. Each one—no

matter how fast the tempo—was light and complete and

resonant, like the letters on a finely printed page. Vast

lower-register chords were unblurred, and his highest

notes were polished silver. . . . His speed and precision

were almost shocking. Flawless sixteenth-note runs poured

up and down the keyboard, each note perfectly accented,

and the chords and figures in the left hand sometimes

sounded two-handed. Such virtuosity can be an end in

itself, and Tatum was delighted to let it be in his up-tempo
flag-wavers, when he spectacularly became a high-wire

artist, a sealer of Everests. Tatum's bedrock sense of

rhythm enabled him to play out-of-tempo interludes or
whole choruses that doubled the impact of the implied

beat, and his harmonic sense—his strange, multiplied

chords, still largely unmatched by his followers, his laying

on of two and three and four melodic levels at once—was

orchestral and even symphonic. [Balliett, Ecstasy, 113]

Listening to a really good pianist one might say, "I could never do
that." But confronted with Tatum most musicians have said to
themselves, "Nobody can do that!" "To have heard him play," one
pianist wrote, "was as awe-inspiring as to have seen the Grand
Canyon or Halley's comet. . . ."It seems to me, however, that
Teddy Wilson, a contemporary, close friend, and first-class player
himself, put the paean to Tatum in its clearest form:

Maybe this will explain Art Tatum. If you put a piano in a

room, just a bare piano. Then you get all the finest jazz

pianists in the world and let them play in the presence of

Art Tatum. Then let Art Tatum play . . . everyone there

will sound like an amateur. Pianists with regular styles will

sound like beginners. Art Tatum played with such superi-
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ority that he was above style. It is almost like a golfer who
can hit a hole in one every time he picks up the iron. It was
a special kind of ability he had. If I had to choose an all-
'round instrumentalist, in a classical vein, or in a more
modern vein, I'd choose Art Tatum.

The famous Tatum runs are certainly what first jump out at you;
they are, someone said, like the arc left against the night sky by a
Fourth of July sparkler. They can dominate your attention, and they
have given generations of pianists a sense of inferiority. But it has to
be said, and then underlined, that to stop there is to miss most of
what is significant about Tatum. As one record reviewer put it: "Art
Tatum's performances demand much of the listener. He is not easy
and cannot be fully discovered with one or two surface listenings. Of
course, you get the gloss, the flash, his elegant sound. But there is so
much more." What can be missed by a casual listener is the tremen-
dous structural complexity in what he did, and the very advanced
(for jazz) harmonies that he used. (Chapter 7 includes a discussion of
Tatum's performance style.)

Tatum's virtuosity is not for everybody, however. His dazzling
command of the keyboard has been a wedge that has divided opinion
about him. There has been a minority of critics who find in him an
unnecessary ornateness or even floridity, a shallowness, "an excess of
hyperbole." One of the most polite expressions of this point of view
was that "his tendency to display his accomplishments sometimes
gets in the way of a performance." The cultivation of virtuoso skill
has always exposed players to the same criticism: No SOUL. Per-
formers back to Franz Liszt and beyond have suffered this criticism:
decoration, not substance; effect, not content. In the case of jazz
musicians the complaint is that showy displays of musical athleticism
take the place of musical thought and usurp the place of more
significant improvisation. Jazz criticism is a murky, subjective thing,
but one important criterion has always been originality; whenever
skill seems to have replaced imagination, or prepared devices take
the place of creativity, a reputation suffers. Because of his virtuosity,
it has never been easy to judge Tatum by this particular criterion.
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It is clear, though, that what Tatum did, as Knepper suggested,
was considerably more than add one more to the variety of jazz piano
styles. His harmonic and rhythmic innovations affected the whole
context for jazz playing, and not just for pianists. In the scope of his
influence he is comparable to Louis Armstrong before him, and to
Charlie Parker who came after. He is, however, impossible to cate-
gorize as to style—he seemed to develop along a track of his own
even though he was thoroughly aware of the action on all the
adjacent tracks. And he is difficult to assess clearly because it's hard
to know what standards to apply. Whitney Balliett with his reliable
deftness of language summed him up in 1968, and captured a central
truth about Tatum's career : "No one ever knew exactly what he was
or what to do with him. He was said to be the greatest jazz pianist
who ever lived and he was said to be not a jazz pianist at all. He was
admired by classical pianists . . . by jazz musicians, and by daz-
zled, tin-eared laymen. People poked fun at his ornate style . . .
and then wept at his next brilliance . . . nobody has decided yet
what kind of a pianist he was" (Balliett, Ecstasy, 111). The clearest
light can be thrown on Tatum, I think, if we see him as a displaced
person, a kind of outsider, keeping alive an old tradition (piano
virtuosity) in an alien country (jazz).

In the descriptions of many listeners, hearing Art Tatum for the
first time was somewhat like living through an earthquake—it aston-
ished, it alarmed, it could shake one's foundations. Inflated as that
may sound in the 1990s, when performance expectations are vastly
different from what they were in Tatum's era, it was overwhelmingly
true in the 1930s and 40s. Musicians traveling from city to city were
already telling each other in the late 1920s about the unbelievable
piano playing they had heard in Toledo, and he was well on his way
to becoming a living legend before he made his first solo recordings
in 1933. The impact on his listeners was made all the greater by the
knowledge that Art Tatum was nearly blind.

I liken Tatum to an earthquake advisedly. Earthquakes are not
only impressive but they can be destructive. I never heard anyone say
that Tatum inspired him or her to play the piano. A really accom-
plished musician might find encouragement. Mel Powell, who had
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intensive classical training as a child and later won rave reviews as a
teen-age pianist and arranger with Benny Goodman, told me his first
experience with Tatum's playing was positive: "What it probably did
was to encourage me to see that that kind of sheer instrumental
virtuosity that I'd been cultivating in the other world of music not
only had a place [in jazz] but was the summit." More than a few
musicians, however, were anything but encouraged by him; Rex
Stewart, who is best known for having become a star in Duke
Ellington's trumpet section, reports that after his first encounter
with Art Tatum he somehow felt he was inadequate at filling Louis
Armstrong's shoes (with the Fletcher. Henderson band of 1928), and
he "toyed with the idea of giving up the horn and going back to
school" (Stewart). Bobby Short, who is best known as an entertainer
rather than a jazz pianist but who is none the less talented for that,
was once "stopped in his tracks" by Tatum:

. . . one day Len [Short's manager] took me into Lyon

and Healey's music store to listen to a Tatum record. His

technique was like Horowitz's. He was a wizard, I listened

to the recording and I was shocked to hell! When it was
O

finished, the salesman said, "Do you play the piano, son?"

Yes, 1 did. "Would you play for us?" I crossed over to the

piano and sat down, and because I was so impressionable

and depended on my ear for so much, found that I couldn't

play the piano at all. Not a note. Tatum had undone me to
that extent. I could not get my fingers to react to my mind,

because my mind was suddenly overflowing. I'd been

stopped in my tracks. [Black and White Baby, 157-58]

The pianist Lennie Tristano noticed this phenomenon in some of
his listeners and called it "kinesthetic paralysis." Even Oscar Peter-
son had to go through this experience. In an interview (with Andre
Previn) Peterson described his very first encounter with the Tatum
technique. In his teens his father — perhaps thinking that Oscar was
getting too big a head about his playing ("I thought I was pretty
heavy at school, you know — I'd play in all the lunch hours with all
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